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Identification of ciliated sensory neuron-expressed genes in Caenorhabditis elegans<p>An mRNA-tagging method was used to selectively isolate mRNA from a small number of cells for subsequent cDNA microarray analy-sis. The approach was used to identify genes specifically expressed in ciliated sensory neurons of <it>Caenorhabditis elegans</it>.</p>

Abstract

It is not always easy to apply microarray technology to small numbers of cells because of the
difficulty in selectively isolating mRNA from such cells. We report here the preparation of mRNA
from ciliated sensory neurons of Caenorhabditis elegans using the mRNA-tagging method, in which
poly(A) RNA was co-immunoprecipitated with an epitope-tagged poly(A)-binding protein
specifically expressed in sensory neurons. Subsequent cDNA microarray analyses led to the
identification of a panel of sensory neuron-expressed genes.

Background
Recent advances in technologies for analyzing whole-genome
gene-expression patterns have provided a wealth of informa-
tion on the complex transcriptional regulatory networks and
changes in gene-expression patterns that are related to phe-
notypic changes caused by environmental stimuli or genetic
alterations. Changes in gene expression are also fundamental
during development and cellular differentiation, and differ-
ences in gene expression lead to different cell fates and even-
tually determine the structural and functional characteristics
of each cell type. Comparative analyses of gene-expression
patterns in various cell types will therefore provide a frame-
work for understanding the molecular architecture of these
cells as cellular systems.

Caenorhabditis elegans is an ideal model organism for inves-
tigating development and differentiation at high resolution,
because adult hermaphrodites only have 959 somatic nuclei,
whose cell lineages are all known. About 19,000 genes were
identified by determination of the C. elegans genome
sequence [1]. Functional genomic approaches, including sys-
tematic inhibition of gene functions by RNA interference [2-

5], large-scale identification of interacting proteins [6], sys-
tematic generation of deletion mutants [7-9], and determina-
tion of the time and place of transcription [10-12], are
currently in progress to accumulate information on all genes
in the genome.

Genome-wide gene-expression profiling using DNA or oligo-
nucleotide microarray technology has also been applied to
this organism. Microarrays containing more than 90% of C.
elegans genes have been constructed and used in global gene-
expression analyses under a wide variety of developmental,
environmental and genetic conditions [13-15]. Genome-wide
gene expression analyses of the germline have also been car-
ried out [16,17]. Mutants lacking functional gonads and those
with masculinized or feminized gonads were used in these
studies to identify germline-expressed genes and genes corre-
lated with the germline sexes.

To analyze gene-expression patterns in various cells, particu-
larly those forming small tissues, selective isolation of mRNA
from these cells is necessary. As an example of this approach,
mRNA was prepared from mechanosensory neurons after cell
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culture of their embryonic precursors followed by selection of
the cells by flow cytometry [18]. Although embryonic cell cul-
tures allow the collection of cells at early stages of develop-
ment, methods for the separation, culture and collection of
fully developed tissues have not been established and might
be technically difficult.

C. elegans modifies its behavior by sensing environmental
cues such as food, chemicals, temperature or pheromones.
These cues are recognized by approximately 50 sensory neu-
rons positioned in the head and tail. Although the overall
functions of the chemosensory or thermosensory neurons
have been examined by laser-killing experiments, the molec-
ular mechanisms that underlie the functions of each sensory
neuron have not yet been fully explored. Profiling of genes
that are expressed in sensory neurons might therefore pro-
vide insights into the genes required for the specific functions
of neurons.

To identify sensory neuron-expressed genes, we adopted the
mRNA-tagging method [19]. In this method, poly(A)-binding
protein (PABP), which binds the poly(A) tails of mRNA, is uti-
lized to specifically pull-down poly(A) RNA from the target
tissues. By employing this method, we successfully identified

novel genes that are expressed in the ciliated sensory neurons
of C. elegans.

Results
Preparation of mRNA from particular types of neurons 
using mRNA tagging
To isolate sensory neuron-expressed transcripts, we devised a
method that utilizes PABP. This approach involves the gener-
ation of transgenic animals that express an epitope-tagged
PABP using cell-specific promoters. Since PABP binds the
poly(A) tails of mRNA [20], in situ crosslinking of RNA and
proteins, followed by affinity purification of the tagged PABP
from lysates of these animals, is expected to co-precipitate all
the poly(A)+ RNA from cells expressing the tagged PABP (Fig-
ure 1). This method was independently devised by Roy et al.
and used to identify muscle-expressed genes [19], but
whether the procedure was applicable to smaller tissues, such
as neurons, was unknown. We applied this technology,
mRNA tagging [19], to the ciliated sensory neurons of C. ele-
gans; these comprise approximately 50 cells whose cell bod-
ies are typically 2 µm in diameter compared to the
approximate animal body length of 1 mm.

PABP is encoded by the pab-1 gene in C. elegans. Nematode
strains expressing FLAG-tagged PAB-1 from transgenes were
generated using tissue-specific promoters. To prepare mRNA
from sensory neurons, we generated the JN501 strain (here-
after called che-2::PABP) in which the transgene was
expressed in most of the ciliated sensory neurons using a che-
2 gene promoter [21]. A second strain, JN502 (acr-5::PABP),
was generated to prepare mRNA from another subset of neu-
rons using an acr-5 promoter, which is active in B-type motor
neurons, as well as unidentified head and tail neurons [22]. A
third strain, JN503 (myo-3::PABP), which expressed the
transgene in non-pharyngeal muscles using the myo-3 pro-
moter [23], was generated to serve as a non-neuronal control.
Expression of FLAG-PAB-1 was confirmed by western blot-
ting analyses, and immunohistochemistry using an anti-
FLAG antibody (data not shown). Expression patterns were
essentially the same as those reported for the promoters used,
but we note that expression of FLAG-PAB-1 in ventral cord
motor neurons was weak in the acr-5::PABP strain compared
to that in sensory neurons in the che-2::PABP strain. As a
measure of the functional integrity of FLAG-PAB-1-express-
ing cells, responses of the che-2::PABP strain to the volatile
repellent 1-octanol, which is sensed by ASH amphid sensory
neurons was tested. The sensitivity of the che-2::PABP ani-
mals was indistinguishable from the wild type (data not
shown). The ability of the exposed sensory neurons to absorb
the lipophilic dye diQ was also tested. Amphid sensory neu-
rons in the head stained normally, whereas phasmid neurons,
PHA and PHB, in the tail showed weak defects in dye-filling
(90% staining of PHA and 91% staining of PHB, compared to
100% in wild type for both neurons). The acr-5::PABP and
myo-3::PABP strains appeared to move normally, suggesting

Principle of the mRNA-tagging methodFigure 1
Principle of the mRNA-tagging method. Step 1, FLAG-tagged poly(A)-
binding protein (PABP) is expressed from a transgene using a cell-specific 
promoter. Step 2, PABP and poly(A)+ RNA are crosslinked in situ by 
formaldehyde. Step 3, poly(A)-RNA/FLAG-PABP complexes are purified 
by anti-FLAG affinity purification. Step 4, RNA-PABP crosslinks are 
reversed and RNA is isolated. Step 5, purified RNA is used for microarray 
analysis.
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overall functional integrity of motor neurons and body-wall
muscles, respectively.

Poly(A) RNA/FLAG-PAB-1 complexes were pulled-down
from whole lysates of these transgenic worms using anti-
FLAG monoclonal antibodies. Poly(A) RNA was then
extracted and concentrated. The amounts of known tissue-
specific transcripts were examined by reverse transcription
PCR (RT-PCR) (Figure 2). The mRNA for tax-2, which is
expressed in a subset of sensory neurons [24], was enriched
in RNA from che-2::PABP. The mRNA for odr-10, which is
expressed in only one pair of sensory neurons [25], was also
highly enriched in che-2::PABP. On the other hand, mRNA

for acr-5 and del-1, both of which are expressed in B-type
motor neurons [22], was enriched in RNA from acr-5::PABP.
The mRNA for unc-8, which is expressed in motor neurons
and ASH and FLP sensory neurons in the head [26], was con-
tained in RNA from both che-2::PABP and acr-5::PABP. The
mRNA for unc-54, which is expressed in muscles [23], was
enriched in RNA from myo-3::PABP. Representatives of
housekeeping genes, eft-3 [27] and lmn-1 [28], were detected
in RNA from all transgenic strains. Quantitative RT-PCR was
performed to estimate the relative amounts of neuron type-
specific transcripts. The amount of the odr-10 transcript in
RNA from che-2::PABP was 39-fold higher than that from
acr-5::PABP, and mRNA for gcy-6, which is expressed in only
a single sensory neuron [29], was enriched 10-fold. On the
other hand, the mRNA for acr-5 was enriched eightfold in
RNA from acr-5::PABP compared with that from che-
2::PABP. mRNA for the pan-neuronally expressed gene snt-1
[30] was equally represented in RNA from both acr-5::PABP
and che-2::PABP. Therefore, selective enrichment of sensory
neuron-, motor neuron- and muscle-expressed genes in RNA
from che-2::PABP, acr-5::PABP and myo-3::PABP strains,
respectively, have been achieved as intended. Of these, the
enrichment of motor neuron-expressed genes appeared less
efficient, because weak bands were sometimes seen for these
genes in RT-PCR from che-2::PABP or myo-3::PABP RNA.

cDNA microarray experiments
We used a cDNA microarray to compare the properties of
mRNA prepared from che-2-expressing ciliated sensory neu-
rons with that from acr-5-expressing cells. RNA purified from
che-2::PABP was labeled with Cy5 and that from acr-5::PABP
was labeled with Cy3. The two types of labeled RNA were
mixed and hybridized to the cDNA microarray and the che-
2::PABP/acr-5::PABP (Cy5/Cy3) ratio was calculated for
each cDNA spot. The cDNA microarray contained 8,348
cDNA spots corresponding to 7,088 C. elegans genes. Two
sets of independently prepared RNA samples were hybridized
to two separate arrays. The logarithm of the hybridization
intensity ratio for each spot, log2(che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP),
was calculated and values from the two experiments were
averaged. This calculation allowed us to order the genes rep-
resented on the microarrays according to the log2(che-
2::PABP/acr-5::PABP) value (see Additional data file 1).
Genes specifically expressed in che-2-expressing cells should
have higher rank orders in this list, whereas those expressed
in acr-5-expressing cells should have lower rank orders.

To evaluate the results of the microarray experiments, we
searched for genes that are known to be expressed in amphid
sensory neurons, but not in ventral cord motor neurons, or
vice versa, using the WormBase database (WS94). Of these,
20 sensory neuron-specific genes and five motor neuron-spe-
cific genes were present on the arrays (see Additional data
files 1 and 2). These genes showed a highly uneven distribu-
tion, with sensory neuron-specific genes concentrated in the
highest rank orders and motor neuron-specific genes

Quantification of tissue-specific transcripts in RNA prepared by mRNA taggingFigure 2
Quantification of tissue-specific transcripts in RNA prepared by mRNA 
tagging. The transcript indicated on the left of each row was amplified by 
RT-PCR using gene-specific primers. Poly(A)+RNA from wild-type (WT) 
animals was used as a template in lane 1. RNA prepared by mRNA tagging 
from che-2::PABP (JN501), acr-5::PABP (JN502) and myo-3::PABP (JN503) 
was used in lanes 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
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distributed in lower rank orders (Figure 3a). Muscle-
expressed genes (also found using WormBase) were almost
evenly distributed. However, intestine-expressed genes were
concentrated in the lower rank orders. These results demon-
strate that our mRNA isolation procedure specifically
enriched ciliated sensory neuron- and motor neuron-
expressed genes as intended. The unexpected distribution of
the intestine-expressed genes will be discussed later.

daf-19 encodes a transcription factor similar to mammalian
RFX2. Several genes expressed in ciliated sensory neurons
and essential for ciliary morphogenesis, such as che-2 and
osm-6, are under the control of daf-19 and have one or more
copies of the cis-regulatory element X-box in their promoter
regions [31]. We therefore examined the distribution of genes
that harbor X-boxes in their promoter regions. Again, the dis-
tribution of X-box-containing genes was highly uneven (Fig-
ure 3b, see also Additional data files 1 and 2), further
demonstrating the successful enrichment of ciliated neuron-
expressed genes.

Expression analysis of candidate sensory neuron-
expressed genes by reporter fusions
The above analyses showed that sensory neuron-expressed
genes were enriched in the mRNA population purified from
che-2::PABP. However, only a few genes were previously
known to be expressed in these tissues. In fact, the expression
patterns for most top-ranked genes in our list were not
known. To determine which of these genes were actually
expressed in sensory neurons, we examined the expression
patterns of 17 genes with the highest rank orders using trans-
lational green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusions. The expres-
sion patterns for these genes had not been reported
previously.

We did not observe any GFP fluorescence for two clones,
K07B1.8 and C13B9.1, probably because the promoter region
we selected did not contain all the functional units or expres-
sion was below the level of detection. GFP-expressing cells
were identified for all the remaining 15 genes (Figure 4, Table
1). For 13 of these GFP fusions, expression was observed in

Rank orders of che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP values for specific genes in the microarray analysesFigure 3
Rank orders of che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP values for specific genes in the microarray analyses. (a) Distribution of genes with known expression patterns. 
Genes known to be specifically expressed in sensory neurons, motor neurons, muscles or the intestine, respectively, were collected from WormBase (see 
Materials and methods) and the rank orders of their che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP signal ratios were plotted. Vertical bars indicate the medians. Genes 
expressed in sensory neurons are specifically enriched in the che-2::PABP RNA preparations, while motor neuron- and intestine-expressed genes are 
enriched in the acr-5::PABP RNA preparations. Note that although only five genes were found as motor neuron-expressed genes, nine data points were 
plotted in (a), because multiple cDNA clones were present on the microarray for three of the genes (see Additional data file 2). (b) Distribution of genes 
with X-boxes in their promoter regions. Genes that carry one or more X-boxes in their promoter regions were collected from the genome database (see 
Materials and methods) and their rank orders of che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP signal ratios were plotted. These genes, which are expected to be expressed in 
ciliated sensory neurons under the control of the DAF-19 transcription factor, are also enriched in the che-2::PABP RNA preparations.
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ciliated sensory neurons, namely amphid, labial and/or phas-
mid sensory neurons. Of these, expression in the intestine, in
addition to the sensory neurons, was observed for Y55D5A.1a
and T07C5.1c, whereas expression of K10D6.2a was also
observed in seam cells and the main body hypodermis (hyp7).
Expression of K10G6.4 was observed in many other neurons
in addition to sensory neurons. Expression in the intestine
and coelomocytes, but not in sensory neurons, was observed
for two other clones, C35E7.11 and F10G2.1, respectively. In
summary, of the 15 genes whose expression patterns could be
determined, 13 (87%) were expressed in sensory neurons.
These results showed that most of the genes with the highest
rank orders were expressed in ciliated sensory neurons.

We also examined the expression patterns of two genes with
the lowest rank orders (Y44A6D.2 and T08A9.9/spp-5).
Expression in the ventral nerve cord was observed for
Y44A6D.2, while only weak expression in the intestine was
observed for T08A9.9 (data not shown). These results also
suggested that our procedure was somewhat less effective in
enriching motor neuron-expressed genes than sensory neu-
ron-expressed genes (Figure 3a).

Categorization of che-2::PABP-enriched genes reveals 
specific features
In an attempt to characterize ciliated sensory neuron-
expressed genes as a set, we first referred to functional anno-
tations of each gene generated by the WormBase. It was noted
that the fraction of genes with functional annotations was
smaller for the highest ranked genes (Figure 5a). BLASTP
searches of the nonredundant (nr) protein sequence database
and proteome datasets for several representative animal and
yeast species showed that nematode-specific genes were
enriched, while those with homologs in yeast and other ani-
mals tended to be under-represented in the top-ranked genes
(Figure 5b,c).

Among the genes with Gene Ontology (GO) annotations, top-
ranked genes showed a significantly larger fraction with a
'nucleic acid binding' functional capacity (P = 0.004, Figure
6). Protein motifs found to be enriched among the che-
2::PABP-enriched genes included 'cuticle collagen', 'chromo
domain', 'linker histone' and 'laminin G domain'.

Another prominent characteristic of the che-2::PABP-derived
mRNA fraction was enrichment of genes homologous to
nephrocystins. Nephrocystins are responsible for a hereditary
cystic kidney disease, nephronophthisis, and to date, nephro-
cystin 1 (NPHP1) through nephrocystin 4 (NPHP4) have been
identified [32-35]. C. elegans homologs of NPHP1 and
NPHP4 were ranked at positions 15 and 25 in our list, sug-
gesting a link between these disease genes and the functions
of worm sensory neurons.

Discussion
Preparation of mRNA from a subset of neurons in C. 
elegans
We prepared poly(A) RNA from a subset of neurons using the
mRNA-tagging technique. The genome-wide identification of
muscle-expressed genes demonstrated that mRNA tagging is
a powerful technique for collecting tissue-specific transcripts
in C. elegans [19]. The method is especially useful in this
organism because dissection and separation of the tissues are
difficult because of the worm's small size and the presence of
cuticles. However, it was not known whether this method was
applicable to smaller tissues, such as subsets of neurons. In
this study, we attempted to isolate mRNA from ciliated sen-
sory neurons using mRNA tagging. Although the volume of
target neurons was much smaller than that of muscles, tran-
scripts of various sensory neuron-expressed genes, ranging
from those expressed in many sensory neurons to those
expressed in only one or two sensory neurons, were success-
fully enriched.

The procedure of mRNA tagging is based on immunoprecipi-
tation of poly(A)-RNA/FLAG-PAB-1 complexes. A potential
problem with this technique is that once the cells are broken,
poly(A) RNA released from non-target cells might bind

Expression patterns of newly identified sensory neuron-expressed genesFigure 4
Expression patterns of newly identified sensory neuron-expressed genes. 
The genes indicated were each fused to GFP in-frame, and the reporters 
introduced into wild-type animals. Overlaid images of the Nomarski and 
GFP fluorescence images of transgenic worms between larval stages 1 and 
3 are shown. Gene expression is indicated by the green fluorescence. 
Scale bar, 50 µm. See Table 1 for the identity of the expressing cells.
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Figure 5 (see legend on next page)
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unoccupied FLAG-PAB-1. To reduce this possibility, we
adopted stringent washing conditions in addition to in situ
formaldehyde crosslinking. Although this procedure reduced
the recovery of immunocomplexes, it ensured minimal con-
tamination by mRNA from non-target cells. As there are
many characterized promoters that can deliver FLAG-PAB-1
to small numbers of neurons in C. elegans, profiling of the
gene-expression pattern of each type of neuron should be
possible with this technique.

Another potential problem with this method is that PABP
might have different binding affinities for different transcript
species, rendering some tissue-specific transcripts difficult to
recover. Although PABP binds tightly to the poly(A) tails of
most mRNA [36], RNA species co-immunoprecipitated with
PABP from cultured cells do not represent the total RNA of
the cells [37]. This might also cause another problem in that
transcripts with strong PABP affinity might be undesirably
enriched in the precipitates and cause unexpected biases.

Sensory neuron-specific genes are less likely to be classified into Gene Ontology categories and more likely to be worm-specificFigure 5 (see previous page)
Sensory neuron-specific genes are less likely to be classified into Gene Ontology categories and more likely to be worm-specific. (a) All genes on the 
microarray were ordered by descending che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP value and the fraction of GO-annotated genes in each bin is indicated for a bin width of 
50 rank orders. Only the top 1,500 genes are shown in (a)-(c). (b) The fraction of genes with homologs in C. briggsae, and not in humans, mice, flies, fission 
yeast or budding yeast (cutoff BLASTP score E = 1 × 10-20) in each bin is indicated as in (a). (c) The fraction of genes with homologs in both animals and 
yeasts, namely in humans, mice or flies and in fission yeast or budding yeast (cutoff BLASTP score E = 1 × 10-20) in each bin is indicated as in (a). In all 
panels, the red dotted line indicates the average of all the genes, and the blue dotted lines indicate the 95% confidence limits assuming a random binominal 
distribution.

Table 1

Expression patterns of the top-ranked genes

Rank Clone Gene Locus Expression pattern

1 yk380a6 R102.2 ADF, ADL, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, PHA, PHB

2 yk305a7 C33A12.4 ADF, ADL, ASE, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AVJ, AWA, AWB, PHA, PHB, labial neurons

3 yk139b4 C34D4.1 ADL, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, PHA

4 yk534e12

5 yk91d12 C02H7.1 ADF, ADL, AFD, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AWB, PHA, PHB, URX

6 yk261h1 Y43F8C.4

7 yk538c3 K07C11.10 ADF, ADL, ASE, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AWA, AWB, AWC, PHA, PHB

8 yk561g1 F40H3.6

9 yk267a7 ZK938.2 ADL, ASE, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AWB, AWC, PHB, URX

10 yk509b4 Y55D5A.1a ADF, ADL, AFD, ASE, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AWA, AWB, AWC, BAG, PHA, PHB, 
URX, intestine

11 yk609e11 T27E4.3 hsp-16.48

12 yk561g1 F40H3.6

13 yk341h9 F53A9.4 ADL, ASE, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AWC, PHA, PHB, labial neurons

14 yk604g4 C35E7.11 Intestine, RMF, RMH

15 yk467b4 M28.7 ADF, ADL, AFD, ASE, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AWA, AWB, AWC, PHA, PHB, URX, 
labial neurons

16 yk284g4 K10D6.2a ADL, ASE, ASI, ASJ, ASK, PHB, URX, labial neurons, seam cells, hypodermis

17 yk610e5 Y9D1A.1

18 yk295d7 K07B1.8 No GFP

19 yk252h2 C29H12.3a rgs-3

20 yk225f3 C27A7.4 che-11

21 yk488h9 C13B9.1 No GFP

22 yk373g4 T07C5.1c AFD, ASG, AUA, PVQ, intestine

23 yk305c8 F10G2.1 Coelomocytes

24 yk450c2 K10G6.4 ADF, ADL, AFD, ASE, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, AVA, AVD, AWA, AWB, AWC, PHB, 
RMD, ventral nerve cord neurons, many other neurons

25 yk76f1 R13H4.1 ADF, ADL, ASE, ASG, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, PHA, PHB, URX, labial neurons

The expression patterns of the genes indicated in bold were examined. Only the cells and tissues in which GFP expression was consistently observed 
are listed. It is therefore possible that the genes are weakly expressed in cells or tissues other than those listed here. Cells and cell groups in bold are 
ciliated sensory neurons.
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Analysis of purified mRNA using a cDNA microarray
Preparation and characterization of EST clones led to the
identification of more than 10,000 cDNA groups correspond-
ing to different genes of C. elegans ([12,38] and Y.K., unpub-
lished results). We used a cDNA microarray on which such
cDNA clones were spotted to identify the genes expressed in
ciliated sensory neurons. Using a cDNA microarray rather
than a genome DNA microarray has the advantage that genes
on the array have guaranteed expression, and hybridization
to the corresponding mRNA species is efficient. The microar-
ray we used contained 7,088 genes of C. elegans, represent-
ing 40% of the predicted genes on the genome [1]. On the
other hand, there are also genes that were not represented in
our cDNA collection, including characterized sensory neu-
ron-specific genes such as osm-6 [39] and most seven-trans-
membrane receptor genes including odr-10; this might be a
disadvantage of using a cDNA microarray. Acquisition of
cDNA clones for rare mRNA species and use of whole-
genome microarrays are complementary approaches for
improving the applicability of the method described here.

Evaluation of microarray experiments
Previously known sensory neuron- and motor neuron-
expressed genes were used to evaluate the results of our
microarray analyses. Most genes were enriched in our che-
2::PABP-derived mRNA preparations or in the acr-5::PABP-
derived mRNA preparations depending on their expression
patterns. However, several genes were not enriched as
expected. Furthermore, enrichment of motor neuron-
expressed genes in the acr-5::PABP-derived mRNA prepara-
tions appeared less efficient. The reasons for these occur-
rences are unknown, but the expression of FLAG-PAB-1 in
motor neurons were low in the acr-5::PABP strain, which

could account for the low efficiency of enrichment for this tis-
sue. Another potential problem is that the expression pattern
of the acr-5 promoter has not been fully characterized [22],
and both the che-2 and acr-5 promoters are active in labial
neurons, where expression of the acr-5 promoter was rela-
tively strong compared to motor neurons (data not shown).
Genes expressed in the intestine were enriched in the acr-
5::PABP-derived mRNA preparations. FLAG-PAB-1 was
weakly expressed in both the che-2::PABP and acr-5::PABP
strains in intestine, with the latter showing higher level of
expression (data not shown). Low-level expression of artifi-
cially manufactured genes in the intestine seems to be quite
common, either due to readthrough transcription from the
vector or the 3' regulatory sequences. Our results may suggest
that in future applications one must be very careful about this
type of low-level expression of FLAG-PAB-1.

We determined the expression patterns of genes highly
enriched in the che-2::PABP-derived mRNA preparations.
Thirteen of 15 genes that showed clear expression patterns of
GFP reporters were expressed in multiple sensory neurons.
None of these genes has previously been characterized. In
addition, quantitative PCR analysis shows that genes
expressed in only one or two neurons, gcy-6 and odr-10,
respectively, can be enriched. Therefore, our procedure is
effective for identifying genes that are preferentially
expressed in a particular subset of cells. On the other hand,
the presence of small fractions of genes that are predomi-
nantly expressed in tissues other than sensory neurons was
also evident. Therefore, mRNA-tagging technology should be
regarded as enrichment of candidate cell-specific genes and
the real expression pattern of each gene should be verified
independently.

Categories of genes enriched in the sensory neuron fractionFigure 6
Categories of genes enriched in the sensory neuron fraction. Genes were categorized according to the GO molecular function categories. (a) 
Categorization of all the genes on the microarray; (b) categorization of genes within the top 500 che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP ranks. In both panels, the 
fraction of genes in each category in respect of all annotated genes is shown.*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 (binominal distribution).
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Characterization of the sensory neuron-expressed 
gene set
Since most of the genes enriched in the che-2::PABP-derived
mRNA preparations proved to be sensory neuron-expressed,
characterization of the enriched genes as a set should lead to
molecular characterization of the sensory neurons of C. ele-
gans. A prominent feature of the genes enriched in the che-
2::PABP-derived mRNA preparations is that they include
nematode-specific genes more often than the rest of the
genes, as judged from inter-species BLASTP comparisons,
suggesting that many of the genes identified have functions
unique to nematode sensory neurons. The existence of many
nematode-specific gene families has previously been noted,
and was proposed to be related to the nematode-specific body
plan [40]. Since we were obviously counter-selecting for
ubiquitously expressed genes that serve common cellular
functions, a lower representation of highly conserved genes is
expected. In addition, these observations indicate that our
approach is effective for identifying hitherto uncharacterized
genes that might be important for specific functions of differ-
entiated cell types.

Identification of panels of genes expressed in particular cells
will also be useful for understanding the regulatory network
of gene expression. In this context, it is of interest to examine
whether we can identify cis-acting elements commonly found
in the promoter regions of the sensory neuron-expressed
genes. The enrichment of X-boxes in the che-2::PABP
fraction suggests that this might be plausible. In addition,
other reports have identified cis-acting elements in genes
expressed during particular developmental stages or in par-
ticular neurons (see, for example [41,42]). However, searches
for common sequences using the MEME program did not
reveal any motifs that were enriched in the che-2::PABP frac-
tion. This is likely to be due to the heterogeneity of our sen-
sory neuron-expressed gene collection (see the expression
patterns in Table 1). Further refinement of our gene sets by
expression analysis of each gene will be required to identify
cis-acting elements that regulate cell-specific gene
expression.

By surveying GO annotations and protein motifs, genes
whose predicted functions are related to nucleic acids and/or
chromatin were found to be enriched in the che-2::PABP gene
set. This might indicate that C. elegans sensory neurons have
specialized regulatory mechanisms for gene expression,
although it remains to be seen which of these 'chromatin'
genes are actually expressed in a sensory neuron-specific
manner. It was also apparent from visual inspection or com-
puter searches that two homologs of nephrocystins are
included in the highest rank orders. It has recently been
shown that nephrocystin 1 and nephrocystin 4 interact with
each other and are both components of cilia. These studies
have led to the hypothesis that the kidney disease neph-
ronophthisis is caused by malfunctions of cilia on the tubular
epithelium [33-35,43]. C. elegans ciliated sensory neurons

also have prominent ciliary structures [44], but none of the
other cell types in this organism has any cilia. It has also been
found that all C. elegans homologs (bbs-1, 2, 7 and 8) of the
human genes responsible for Bardet-Biedl syndrome, which
is also thought to be a ciliary disease, are specifically
expressed in ciliated sensory neurons [45]. It is therefore
likely that the gene set revealed by our analysis includes C.
elegans homologs of as yet unidentified ciliary disease genes.

Conclusions
The present study demonstrates that a combination of mRNA
tagging and microarray analysis is an effective strategy for
identifying genes expressed in subsets of neurons. Systematic
reporter expression analyses following this approach will
facilitate the accumulation of information regarding gene
expression patterns. In particular, profiling of the gene
expression patterns of subsets of neurons, in combination
with analyses of neural functions, might provide insights into
understanding the distinct roles of cells within the neural
network.

Materials and methods
Generation of strains expressing FLAG-PAB-1 in a 
tissue-specific manner
The initiation codon of a cDNA for pab-1, yk28d10, was
replaced with a linker composed of two complementary oligo-
nucleotides, 5'-AATTGCTAGCATGGATTACAAGGATGAT-
GACGATAAGT-3' and 5'-
CTAGACTTATCGTCATCATCCTTGTAATCCATGCTAGC-3',
in which the underlined sequence encodes an initiation codon
followed by a FLAG peptide. The resulting epitope-tagged
gene was cloned into the pPD49.26 vector (donated by Andy
Fire, Stanford University). The promoter of che-2 [21], acr-5
[22] or myo-3 [23] was inserted 5' upstream to the fusion
gene to generate the FLAG-PAB-1 expression plasmids
pche2-FLAG-PABP(FL), pacr5-FLAG-PABP(FL) and pmyo3-
FLAB-PABP(FL), respectively. Wild-type animals were trans-
formed with each expression construct, along with the pRF4
plasmid, which carries a dominant rol-6 allele, as a marker
[46]. Stable integrated transgenic strains were generated
from unstable transgenic lines as described [47]. Each inte-
grated strain was outcrossed twice with wild-type N2. The
genotypes of these strains were: JN501: Is [che-2p::flag-pab-
1 pRF4]; JN502: Is [acr-5p::flag-pab-1 pRF4]; and JN503: Is
[myo-3p::flag-pab-1 pRF4].

mRNA tagging
To purify poly(A)-RNA/FLAG-PAB-1 complexes from subsets
of neurons, we modified a protocol for chromosome immuno-
precipitation [48]. Transgenic animals were grown in liquid
as described previously [49]. The worms were then harvested
and washed twice with M9 [50]. To crosslink poly(A) RNA
with FLAG-PAB-1 in vivo, worms were treated with 1% for-
maldehyde in M9 for 15 min at 20°C with gentle agitation.
Genome Biology 2005, 6:R17
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The formaldehyde was then inactivated by 125 mM glycine for
5 min at 20°C and washed out by replacing the buffer with
four changes of TBS (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl).
At this point, worms were dispensed into 0.4 g aliquots,
placed in 2-ml microtubes and stored frozen until lysate
preparation.

Worms were resuspended in 0.45 ml lysis buffer (50 mM
HEPES-KOH pH 7.3, 1 mM EDTA, 140 mM KCl, 10% glycerol,
0.5% Igepal CA-630 (Sigma), 1 mM DTT, 0.2 mM PMSF, pro-
tease inhibitor cocktail (Complete-EDTA, Roche) at the rec-
ommended concentration) supplemented with 20 mM
ribonucleoside vanadyl complexes (RVC, Sigma) and 1000 U/
ml of human placental ribonuclease inhibitor (Takara).
Animals were disrupted by vigorous shaking with 2 g acid-
washed glass beads (Sigma), and worm debris was removed
by centrifugation at 18,000 g for 20 min. Five hundred micro-
liters of supernatant, with the protein concentration roughly
adjusted to 20 mg/ml, was incubated with 50 µl of anti-FLAG
M2 affinity gel beads (Sigma) for 2 h. The affinity beads were
sequentially washed three times with lysis buffer supple-
mented with PMSF, twice with wash buffer (50 mM HEPES-
KOH pH 7.3, 1 mM EDTA, 1 M KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5% Igepal
CA-630, 1 mM DTT) and once with TE (10 mM Tris-HCl pH
7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA). Lysate preparation and purification of
RNA-protein complexes were performed at 4°C. Precipitated
materials were eluted with 100 µl elution buffer (50 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 20 mM RVC) by incuba-
tion for 5 min at 65°C. Elution was repeated and the two
supernatant fractions were combined. The eluted RNA/
FLAG-PAB-1 complexes were incubated for 6 h at 65°C to
reverse the formaldehyde crosslinks. Proteins were digested
with proteinase K and removed by phenol-chloroform extrac-
tion. Nucleic acid was recovered by ethanol precipitation.
Typically, 100 ng nucleic acid was obtained from 0.5 ml
cleared lysate of myo-3::PABP. Under the above washing con-
ditions, binding of free poly(A) RNA to PABP was severely
impaired (data not shown).

Examination of the functional integrity of FLAG-PAB-
1-expressing cells in the che-2::PABP strain
For staining of living animals with lipophilic dye, we followed
the procedure described before [51] except that diQ (Molecu-
lar Probes) was used instead of FITC. Forty-six wild type and
56 che-2::PABP worms at L4 to young adult were observed.
Cells were identified by their positions and the percentage of
stained cells was scored. Responses of the che-2::PABP strain
to 1-octanol was assessed as described [52] except that
Eppendorf Microloader (Eppendorf) was used to deliver 1-
octanol to animals' noses.

RT-PCR
Fifty nanograms of RNA was converted to cDNA using an
RNA PCR Kit (AMV) Ver. 2.1 (Takara) according to the man-
ufacturer's protocol. One-tenth of the cDNA from each sam-
ple was subjected to a gene-specific PCR reaction in a total

volume of 20 µl. Quantification of the PCR products was per-
formed using a FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I Kit
(Roche) with the Light Cycler system (Roche). Serial dilutions
of cDNA prepared from poly(A) RNA of wild-type worms
were used to generate a standard curve. The ratio of expres-
sion levels for each gene was calculated using the amount of
eft-3 as a reference, and the results of three independent
experiments were averaged. The primers used for the ampli-
fication of each gene were: lmn1-52: 5'-CGTTCACCACCCAC-
CAGAA-3' and lmn1-32: 5'-
CAAGACGAGCTGATGGGTTATCT-3' for lmn-1; eft3-52: 5'-
ATTGCCACACCGCTCACA-3' and eft3-32: 5'-CCGGTAC-
GACGGTCAACCT-3' for eft-3; tax2-54: 5'-GATTAATCCAA-
GACAAGTTCCTAAATTGAT-3' and tax2-34: 5'-
TTCAATTCTTGAACTCCTTTGTTTTC-3' for tax-2; unc8-52:
5'-TCTCAGATTTTGGAGGTAATATTGGA-3', and unc8-32:
5'-GATCTCGCAGAAAAGTTCTGCAA-3' for unc-8; unc54-52:
5'-AACAGAAGTTGAAGACCCAGAAGAA-3', and unc54-32:
5'-TGGTGGGTGAGTTGCTTGTACT-3' for unc-54; snt1-51:
5'-GAGCTGAGGCATTGGATGGA-3' and snt1-31: 5'-
CCAAGTGTATGCCATTGAGCAA-3' for snt-1; acr5-52: 5'-
AATCGATTTATGGACAGAATTTGGA-3' and acr5-32: 5'-
ATGTTGCAAAAGAAGTGGGTCTAGA-3' for acr-5; odr10-51:
5'-TCATTGTGTTTTGCTCATTTCTGTAC-3' and odr10-31: 5'-
ATATTGTTCTTCGGAAATCACGAAT-3' for odr-10; del1-51:
5'-TAAACTGCCTCACGACAGAAG-3' and del1-31: 5'-GCCAT-
CAAGTTGAACCAAGAAT-3' for del-1. All primers were
designed to include one intron in the PCR product amplified
from the genomic DNA for each gene, such that the length
and melting point were different from the product amplified
from the cDNA. In Figure 2, eft-3 was amplified for 25 cycles,
lmn-1, snt-1 and unc-54 for 30 cycles and tax-2, unc-8, odr-
10, del-1 and acr-5 for 35 cycles. Amplified DNA was visual-
ized by electrophoresis followed by staining with ethidium
bromide.

cDNA microarray analysis
Microarrays were prepared using a 16-pin arrayer con-
structed according to the format of Patrick Brown (Stanford
University [53]) on CMT-GAPS-coated glass slides. Two
micrograms of RNA prepared from JN501 was reverse-tran-
scribed using oligo(dT) primers and SuperScript II reverse
transcriptase (Lifetech) with the addition of Cy5-dCTP to gen-
erate Cy5-labeled probes. RNA prepared from JN502 was
similarly used for the generation of Cy3-labeled probes. Equal
amounts of the two probes were mixed and hybridized to a
single array overnight at 42°C in Gene TAC Hyb Buffer
(Genomic Solutions). Each array was then washed in 1× SSC/
0.03% SDS at 42°C, followed by successive washes in 0.2×
SSC and 0.05× SSC at room temperature. The fluorescence
intensity of each spot was scanned using a ScanArray Lite
(Perkin Elmer) and analyzed by QuantArray (GSI Lumonics).
Genome Biology 2005, 6:R17
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Reporter constructs for determination of expression 
patterns
A genomic DNA fragment for each gene was amplified by PCR
such that it contained an upstream promoter region followed
by a partial or full-length predicted coding region. The 3' PCR
primers were designed to introduce a restriction site in-frame
with GFP in the vectors. The 5' PCR primers were designed to
anneal to a sequence 0.6-5.0 kilobases (kb) upstream of the
predicted coding region of each gene. The upstream-pre-
dicted gene was essentially not included in the promoter frag-
ment. The amplified PCR fragments were cloned into
pPD95.70, pPD95.75 (donated by A. Fire) or a Gateway vector
(Invitrogen) to create GFP fusions (see Additional data file 3
for details). The resulting reporter plasmid for each gene was
introduced into wild-type animals. Transgenic worms at all
developmental stages were observed under a differential
interference contrast (DIC)-fluorescence microscope. Cells
were identified according to their positions [54] by
comparing the fluorescence images of GFP and DiQ staining
with Nomarski images of the same animal. At least two inde-
pendent transgenic lines were observed to confirm the
expression patterns. Images were obtained as described pre-
viously [17].

Bioinformatics
cDNA clones were mapped to the C. elegans genome using
BLAT [55] and BLASTN programs, corresponding gene
models were identified in the WormBase annotations [56]
and protein sequences were obtained from WormPep122. The
gene ontology annotation dataset for C. elegans was obtained
from the Gene Ontology Consortium [57].

For Figure 3, genes known to be expressed in specific tissues
were searched for using the expression pattern search inter-
face of WormBase [58] or using the AcePerl AceDB server
[59]. The gene set 'Sensory neurons' was defined as genes
expressed in all or some ciliated sensory neurons (including
amphid neurons), but not in motor neurons or the ventral
nerve cord, according to WormBase. The gene set 'Motor neu-
rons' was genes expressed in VB or DB ventral cord motor
neurons and no more than one type of ciliated sensory neu-
ron, or those expressed in cholinergic neurons. The gene set
'Muscles' was genes expressed in some muscles, but not in
neurons or the intestine, while 'Intestine' was genes
expressed in the intestine, but not in neurons or muscles. X-
boxes were searched for using MEME and MAST [60] based
on the definition matrix deduced from Swoboda et al. [31].
Only between 60 and 160 base-pairs (bp) upstream of the ini-
tiation codon of each gene were considered, since Swoboda et
al. observed that X -boxes were present about 100 bp
upstream of the initiation codons [31].

The proteome data set for Caenorhabditis briggsae, whose
draft genome sequence has recently been released, was down-
loaded from WormBase [61]. Proteome data sets for humans,
mice, Drosophila melanogaster, Schizosaccharomyces

pombe and Saccharomyces cerevisiae were obtained from
NCBI [62], and BLASTP searches were performed using the
WormPep protein sequence as a query for each C. elegans
gene.

Protein motifs that preferentially appeared in genes at the
higher rank orders were searched for as follows. For all genes
represented in our microarrays, the protein motifs contained
in each gene product were obtained from the AcePerl server.
For each motif, deviation of the average log2(che-2::PABP/
acr-5::PABP) value for all genes that carried the motif was
calculated. To avoid artifactual results due to gene families
with close sequence similarities (such as major sperm pro-
teins), groups of genes whose mRNA are expected to cross-
hybridize were treated as a single imaginary gene with the
average log2(che-2::PABP/acr-5::PABP) value.

Additional data files
The following additional data are available with the online
version of this article. Additional data file 1 is a table listing
the results of the microarray experiments. Additional data file
2 lists genes expressed in sensory neurons, motor neurons,
muscles and the intestine, and those with X-boxes shown in
Figure 3. Additional data file 3 lists the primers and vectors
used for reporter constructions. Additional data file 4 con-
tains the legends to the above three tables.
Additional data file 1A table listing the results of the microarray experimentsa table listing the results of the microarray experimentsClick here for additional data fileAdditional data file 2Genes expressed in sensory neurons, motor neurons, muscles and the intestine, and those with X-boxes shown in Figure 3Genes expressed in sensory neurons, motor neurons, muscles and the intestine, and those with X-boxes shown in Figure 3Click here for additional data fileAdditional data file 3The primers and vectors used for reporter constructionsThe primers and vectors used for reporter constructionsClick here for additional data fileAdditional data file 4The legends to the above three tablesThe legends to the above three tablesClick here for additional data file
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